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The completion of the cover; continuing on from the circa of personal operative 

time; in at least around graduate school; 

 

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by Goura Fotadar/Yahuwah Law/Martial Law/Darth Vader/Tara Khuslaya/Batman Christ 

date typed up: 5718-5818 

 

tag[s]: old investigations with perpetrators made to present; the banned “librarians” are back ignoring 

the law;  

 

source, citation: ? 

criminal non-fiction protagonist cover: the great outdoors, 

  federal regulation checks: too many cues edifying to past veterans and past veteran service; outdates 

their attack; pre-eminents past veterans as the re-directed then target; who was main target, 

… then?   

The most recent of today’s date connected images have a striking internal effect; stating the obvious 

that it’s a cover; and nothing such was actually happening; and are virtually made-up 
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amidst reports of l’ostage = hostage? 

 

1. Cue-check on regular main non-re: directed target: people that are religious, actualized 

members of the LGBTIQ community, especially practicing LGBTIQ folks who are also intersecting 

with religious,  

crime maneuver/perpetration maneuver, example: “you need to get out of town, …” “we do it 

…”  

              signs of upcoming perpetration/ unjust/non-just perpetration: unsuspecting deemed as regular 

unsuspecting population starts baring its skin: i.e. “children” start revealing their extended body parts in 

an inappropriate way or circumstance 

 

2. What circa date this pre-posed major crime happen in: (first) in scenery mention; looks like 

Canada, on cue checks perpetrators seem to think it’s the 20s; and yet we are almost in the 

2020s … uh, so on clothing verification … the clothing cover-ups started around the 1950s [as an 

approximation]; …  

… whenever dating of another race maybe considered illegal; though in actuality of course 

according to actual law this was never mean to be the case ... The main perpetrated against; or 

the starting perpetrated against; was a different race from the rest of the family; the family 

belonging to main intersecting perpetrator 

Same-sex: couple, …  

t.b.c. ?  … 

3. On digital verifications; primary perpetrator following/stalking (aside, hello staking laws) the 

perpetrated against, using another prior image; and attempted to talk to him; at times that seemed in-

appropriate  [means what]; before finally approaching him with a new image, … main perpetrated 

believes it is only? around the 1900s 

 

So far, Main flags:  

-Canada 

-inter-racial dating considered illegal; but is it in actuality of the law?  

-1900s crime showing up now; in the same patterns habituating to the era of this progression 

-LGBTIQ affiliation  

-Religious practice 

-re-directed targets: past of today’s date: war veterans 

-escalated stalking, and no adherence to actual stalking laws, 

-there are changing images of the primary perpetrator until relationship is finalized, … 


